Transfer of NO2 through pulmonary epithelial lining fluid.
Absorption of inhaled NO2 across the pulmonary gas/tissue interface is principally governed by chemical reaction(s) rather than by physical solubility. While the kinetics of NO2 transfer into reactant-containing aqueous solutions appear to be bulk phase independent, it is unclear whether unreacted NO2 diffuses appreciably through the epithelial lining fluid (ELF) to cellular compartments. We avoided the difficulties associated with directly quantifying NO2 dissolved in biological fluids by indirectly determining the potential for NO2 penetration to underlying tissues. An in vitro system was developed which horizontally suspended a wettable, gas permeable, fibrous material between two gas chambers. Aqueous substrates were applied to the sieve material and NO2 (10.9 ppm) was introduced into one chamber and sampled for in the other. O2 served as a tracer gas. We determined the influence of ELF, a model biochemical (reduced glutathione; GSH), and PO4 buffer (control) on NO2 transfer as evaluated by "breakthrough time." (A) Both O2 and NO2 rapidly diffused through the sieve material when dry. Under PO4 wetted conditions, O2 continued to penetrate rapidly but NO2 transfer was slightly inhibited relative to O2. (B) Addition of GSH (1 mM) significantly prolonged NO2 breakthrough time. Increasing initial [GSH] resulted in concomitant prolongation of NO2 breakthrough time. (C) We observed a direct correlation between oxidation of sieve GSH and NO2 breakthrough. (D) Freshly harvested rat ELF inhibited NO2 transfer in a concentration-dependent manner similar to GSH. These data suggest that in the presence of reactant solutes, unreacted NO2 does not penetrate through the ELF layer. Reactive absorption must, therefore, occur primarily within the ELF compartment so that reaction products which induce subsequent toxicity are generated as a result of the initial uptake interactions.